In this paper we discuss the group ,i (~-~) and compute it in some special cases.
If L ~ pn is a general 2-plane, then by the Zariski-Lefschetz @ v v type theorem ([Z3] , [LH] 
) ~l(Pn-v) -~I(L-LDV).
The intersection L~ is either empty or a plane irreducible curve with nodes and cusps as singularities. Its degree, the number of nodes and cusps can be computed by generalized Pl'ucker formulas (see n°2). It should be sald that the group ~l(P2-C) for a nodal-cuspidal plane curve C is known only in a few cases. We discuss in n°3 the previously known examples of Zarlski ([Zl] , [Z2] ) of such groups. The presence of cusps is an essential obstacle, since, as it had been recently
.i(~2
proven by Fulton-Dellgne (see [D] ), -C) is always abellan if C has only nodes.
In the above mentioned examples of Zariskl V = pl * The authors were partially supported by the National Science Foundation.
There is a close relation between the braid groups of Riemann surfaces and the homotopy groups of the diffeomorphisms groups of Riemann surfaces (see [B] ).
In The most interesting case in which we will be involved is the case where ~ is a very ample sheaf and E = HO (v,~) . In this case the complete linear system ~(E) defines a closed embedding i:V -~(E*). The discrlmlnant variety in this case, denoted simply by Disc(L), coincides with the dual variety i~V) of i(V). The latter is defined as the set of all points x in the dual projective space ~(E*~ = ~(E) such that the corresponding hyperplane H x is tangent to i(V) somewhere. An equivalent definition of i~V) can be given also as follows (see [KL] p. 335). Let Z = ~(E*) x iP(E) be the canonical incidence correspondence between points and hyperplanes, pl:Z -~(E*), p2:Z -~(E) the projections, and i:P I -~ is the Veronese embedding v n. In this case -Vn(P ) is canonically isomorphic to the space sn(~ l) of all unordered n-tuples of distinct points on ~l The fundamental group of this space is known as the n-th braid group of the Riemann sphere.
It has been recomputed by many authors who apparently were not aware of Zariski's papers (see [B] ). A general plane section of Vn(~l~ is a plane curve of degree 2(n-l) with 3(n-2) cusps and 2(n-2)(n-3) nodes. It has many interesting homomorphisms into the automorphlsm group of different objects functorlally associated to Hxo ~ e.g cohomology groups.
The images of these homomorphlsms were studied in many situations (see, for example, [HA] ). The computation of Wl(~-i(V)~ will be achieved if we know the universal monodromy group, the kernel of ~, and the extension of the former group by the latter.
In section 4 we carry out the above program for the cases of the Veronese embedding v3:~2 -F 9 and the Segre embedding $2,2: ~ x ~i , jp8. The Segre embeddings are natural generalizations of Zariski's examples; however, except some trivial cases, the above cases are the only ones where we were able to succeed in computations.
We refer to the paper [L] of the second author in which the case v3: ~ , ~19 is discussed. This case was the main stimulus of our work. Its projection into ~(E) is the dual variety of i~V).
In the v majority of cases the dual variety i(V) is a hypersurface in the projective space P(E) (see some exceptional examples in [KL] p.360).
In the sequel we will always assume that i(V) is a hypersurface.
Its degree d is computed by the formula (see [KL] p. 361 or [K] 5.5.1)
where r = dlm V, other notation is standard.
The dual variety ~V)
is always irreducible. Its nonslngular points correspond to those hyperplanes Hx(X ¢ ~(E)) which are tangent to i(V) at exactly one point and H x N i(V) has a nondegenerate quadratic singularity at this point. Equivalently, the set of nonslngular points of i(V) is the largest open set over which the projection p:S -i(V) is an isomorphism (see [K] , prop.
3.5). The set of all points s ~ S where p is not an isomorphism is the double locus of the induced map p:S -P(E) in sense of [K] . V Its image D in i(V) is the singular locus of i~). Let D c (resp. D n) be the set of points x ¢ i~V) such that ~ N i(V) has a unique singular point and the qaadratlc form of the local defining equation has rank r-1 (resp. H x N i(V) has two non-degenerate quadratic singularities).
Then D = ~c U ~n and codim(D-Dc-Dn,~V) ) ~ 2. In the case where 5c and ~n have codlmenslon 2 in ~(E) (or 1 in i~V)) their degrees are given by the following formulas
where N is the normal bundle to i(V) in P(E*), n = dim P(E), we easily obtain
n-2
For example, if r = 1 we get
then by Riemann-Roch we have n = -g + d and
In this case, simple computations yield 
Zarlski's examples.
As was mentioned in the introduction they correspond to the case of a linear system on an algebraic curve. In general, one hardly can say anything about the homomorphlsm
The following cases are the only known cases to us where a. is an isomorphism. 
I [0~ I
By the Van Kampen theorem we deduce
The groups ~l(T(Oo)), ~I(T(OI)), ~I(T(02)) are isomorphic to G O . and we obtain the exact sequence Now we turn to the computation of the fundamental group of the complement to the discrimlnant in the second case of example 3
i.e. V = ~i x pl and L = Oplxpl(2,2 ). In this case we can identify = P(H°(P 1 x p1 ~0 lx~l(2,2)) _ Disc with the space of non-U2,2 singular elliptic curve lying on a quadric V = ~i x F I in ~. Our computation in this case is rather similar to the described above.
However, several words should be said about the choice of analogue of the group PGL(3,~). The natural candidates PGL ( ~p2 by
